
Explore eco-elegance with our
A5 notepad, boasting fruit waste
covers and 80 striped sheets.
Available in various kraft finishes,
it includes a matching bookmark,
elastic band, and the Fruit Paper
logo on the back. Presented in a
recycled bag

Cherry Cover

F R O M  W A S T E  T O  W O N D E R

From Waste to Wonder

ESK21119

Explore eco-elegance with our
A5 notepad, boasting fruit waste
covers and 80 striped sheets.
Available in various kraft finishes,
it includes a matching bookmark,
elastic band, and the Fruit Paper
logo on the back. Presented in a
recycled bag

Grape Cover

ESK21119

Explore eco-elegance with our
A5 notepad, boasting fruit waste
covers and 80 striped sheets.
Available in various kraft finishes,
it includes a matching bookmark,
elastic band, and the Fruit Paper
logo on the back. Presented in a
recycled bag

Olive Cover

ESK21119

https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/fruit-paper-notebook
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/fruit-paper-notebook
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/fruit-paper-notebook


Explore eco-elegance with our
A5 notepad, boasting fruit waste
covers and 80 striped sheets.
Available in various kraft finishes,
it includes a matching bookmark,
elastic band, and the Fruit Paper
logo on the back. Presented in a
recycled bag

Orange Cover

Choose your favorite flavor of sustainability and make a
statement every time you jot down your thoughts.

ESK21119

Bound in a Banana cover our A5
notebook that embodies eco-
conscious elegance. 196 recycled
80gsm dotted pages, encased in a
softcover. Your ideas, stories and
logo flourish within, adding a
touch of sustainability to your
writing journey.

Banana Cover

ESA7167

Explore eco-elegance with our
A5 notepad, boasting fruit waste
covers and 80 striped sheets.
Available in various kraft finishes,
it includes a matching bookmark,
elastic band, and the Fruit Paper
logo on the back. Presented in a
recycled bag

Almond Cover

ESK21119

https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/fruit-paper-notebook
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/banana-cover-notebook
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/fruit-paper-notebook


Our A5 notebook, meticulously
crafted with a gentle cotton rag
cover, showcases our
commitment to sustainability. It
houses 196 pages of recycled
dotted 80gsm paper, ready to
bring your ideas to life.

Cotton Rag

Choose your favorite flavor of sustainability and make a
statement every time you jot down your thoughts.

ESA2116

Our A5 notebook is a testament
to both elegance and
sustainability, crafted from
bamboo fibre. It features 196
dotted pages made from 70gsm
recycled paper, offering a
canvas for your inspiration and
creativity. 

Bamboo Fiber

ESA3111

Crafted with care, our A5
notebook features a hemp cover
for an eco-friendly touch. It
offers 196 recycled dotted pages
of 80gsm of creative space. The
softcover design and storytelling
add practicality and personality.

Hemp Cover

ESA1116

https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/cotton-rag-cover-notebook
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/bamboo-fibre-cover-notebook
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/hemp-cover-notebook


Our A5 notebook, featuring a
Lemongrass cover, represents an
innovative step towards eco-friendly
stationery. Carefully crafted, this
notebook serves as a unique canvas
for your thoughts and ideas. It
includes 196 dotted pages made
from 80gsm recycled paper, perfect
for writing, planning, or sketching.

Lemon Grass

Each notebook is a testament to the beauty of recycling
and the endless possibilities of sustainable design

ESA6119

Immerse yourself in our A5
notebook with its unique Coffee
cover. This notebook features 196
recycled 80gsm dotted pages,
enclosed in a softcover. Stay
organized with a practical
notepad that adds convenience
to your creative journey.

Coffee Cover

ESA8111

Indulge your creativity with our
A5 notebook, featuring a
sugarcane cover for an eco-
friendly touch. With 196 recycled
80gsm dotted pages, a
softcover and a flysheet, it's a
canvas for your thoughts. 

Sugarcane Cover

ESA4158

https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/lemongrass-cover-notebook
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/dole-coffee-cover-notebook
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/sugarcane-cover-notebook


Elevate your thoughts on sustainable
pages. Our A5 notebook has a cover
crafted from Corn Husk (60% corn
husk and 40% cotton rag), offers 196
recycled 80 gsm dotted pages. Its
softcover and flysheet inspire
creativity, all while making a positive
impact.

Corn Husk

Where creativity blooms and sustainability thrives, our
fruit paper notebooks are more than just pages—they're

a statement of eco-conscious elegance

ESA26158

Write your eco-friendly thoughts
on our A5 notebook. A cover
made from Flax, it boasts 196
80gsm dotted recycled pages, a
softcover and a flysheet for an
artistic touch. Your words, our
sustainable canvas.

Flax Cover

ESA27123

Feed your creativity using our A5
notebook with a cover of Beer
Waste (25% beer waste and
75%cotton rag). Each of the 196
pages are made of recycled 80gsm
paper and is dotted. Features a
softcover and a flysheet that tells a
unique story about the material.

Brewer’s Grain

ESA25167

https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/corn-husk-cover-notebook
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/flax-cover-notebook
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/brewer-s-grain-cover-notebook


ES93288

ES93295

ES93296

https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/organic-elephant-matter-semi-rigid-a5-notepad
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/coffeepad-rigid-a5-notepad
https://www.ecosource.ltd/product-page/made-from-tea-leaves-rigid-a5-notepad

